
SKILLS

React | Next.js | Gatsby

Svelte | SvelteKit

Astro

Nodejs | Express.js

MySQL | Postgres

Jest | Playwright | Vitest

Vercel | Netlify | AWS

Typescript | Javascript

GraphQL | Apollo

Bash

PROFILE

Experienced Fullstack Developer with a passion
for Open Source contributions. Self-taught
coder since age 16.

I'm not only passionate about technology but
also about music, drumming, and I love
animals.

Bringing 11 years of experience, I'm dedicated
to helping companies build their products,
with a primary focus on Frontend development.

I have created several open-source projects
like vercel-cors, bananasplit-js, yup-es, and
router-dex, mainly providing backend solutions
for the developer community. I have also
contributed to well-known libraries like
alias-hq and yup for Javascript.

LANGUAGES

Spanish
native

English
b1-b2, Intermediate

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Peoplebox, 
Senior Software Engineer
2022 – 2023    
San Francisco, EEUU [remote]

I was responsible for architecting 
and coding the core of the product, 
mentoring developers, reviewing 
code, and sharing knowledge about 
best practices.

Our product was utilized by renowned 
companies like Disney Hotstar and 
Postman.

Unboxable, Frontend Developer
2021 – 2022    
Tel Aviv, Israel [remote]

I was responsible for thinking up 
and coding customized frontend and 
backend solutions tailored to meet 
specific requirements of the 
company's product. I provided 
solutions that could not be found 
elsewhere externally.

Diego Ulloa  
Fullstack Developer

Santiago, Chile

diegoulloao@icloud.com

+56 9 3957 8509

https://diegoulloa.dev/

Chilean

https://github.com/diegoulloao/

mailto:diegoulloao@icloud.com
tel:+56 9 3957 8509


PUBLICATIONS

bananasplit-js
Minimal framework that allows you to quickly 
develop your app using node.js and express.

https://bananasplit.js.org/

bananasplit-cli
CLI for easily create bananasplit-js projects 
at localhost.

https://github.com/bananasplit-js/bananasplit-
client

router-dex
TUI route and middleware inspector for 
express.js applications.

https://github.com/bananasplit-js/router-dex

vercel-cors
Lightweight library to handle CORS inside 
vercel serverless functions.

https://github.com/diegoulloao/vercel-cors

yup-es
ES-es locale for yup.

https://github.com/diegoulloao/yup-es

ensambler-vscode-theme
A beautiful theme for vscode.

https://github.com/diegoulloao/ensambler-
vscode-theme

nvim-file-location
Neovim plugin for share the exact position 
where your cursor in code is.

https://github.com/diegoulloao/nvim-file-
location

Ensambler, 
Founder & Backend Developer
2019 – 2020 | Santiago, Chile

I founded a small team of 
developers, overseeing decision-
making, and working as a backend 
developer.

My primary focus was on managing the 
entire architecture of the services 
we offered to our customers and 
leading my fellow founders.

Neoproyex, Fullstack Developer
2018 – 2019 | Santiago, Chile

The second time around, I 
collaborated closely with graphic 
designers to develop websites and 
applications from scratch for our 
clients, catering to various types 
of local businesses in Chile.

Freelancer, Fullstack Developer
2013 – 2015 | Angol, Chile

For 3 years, I worked as a freelance 
developer, crafting websites for 
clients and designing user 
interfaces. I ensured to use the 
latest development tools and 
technologies for my projects.

Neoproyex, Fullstack Developer
2011 – 2013 | 
Santiago, Chile [remote]

I developed websites and various 
types of apps from scratch, using 
the latest web technologies at the 
time. I worked on projects for 
various businesses like laundries, 
hotels, real estate portals, and 
metallurgical companies.

Additionally, I created a sales 
website for a well-recognized 
company in Chile, Cardinale.
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